
NC MACHINE BUILDER 
 Datasheet

DELMIA NC MACHINE BUILDER: 
CREATE VIRTUAL NC MACHINES, 

ACCESSORIES AND CONTROLLERS 

 NC PROGRAMMERS BENEFIT FROM 
FULL ASSOCIATIVITY WITH V6 

PRODUCT DESIGNS AND POWERFUL 
MACHINING AUTOMATION 

CAPABILITIES WHICH DRAMATICALLY 
REDUCE NC PROGRAMMING AND 
PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION TIME.

DELMIA NC Machine Builder (NMB) delivers the capabilities necessary to create 
virtual NC machines, machine accessories and their controllers for use in NC 
programming, optimization and validation in a virtual 3D environment. In 
addition to standard milling, turning and mill-turn machines, complex machines 
such as milling machines with multiple heads, spindles and turrets, as well as 
multi-tasking mill-turn machines can be easily modeled. Machine modelers 
are able to define axis motion parameters, including travel limits, acceleration 
and speeds. Once the NC machine model is completed and validated, it can be 
saved as a PLM 2.0 resource in the V6 single IP platform and utilized by all NC 
programmers throughout the enterprise.
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DELMIA V6 MACHINING
Complete NC Machine and Machine accessory definition 
including geometry, kinematics and controller information

DELMIA NC Machine Builder users can model NC machines or 
machine accessories using a combination of prismatic, revolute 
and rigid joints. Attributes for these joints such as joint name, 
travel limit, velocity and acceleration limits can be assigned. 
Users can assign machine home positions and tool change 
position, including the position’s axis priorities. NC machine 
table and spindle positions can be defined by identifying the 
tool and workpiece mount parts and axis systems. Finally, 
accurate modeling can be completed by adding NC Controller 
information.

AUTOMATIC ASSIGNMENT OF INVERSE  
KINEMATIC SOLVER
Based on the kinematic type of the NC machine, the specific 
inverse kinematic solver is automatically assigned without user 
interaction. This includes support for NC machines with fixed 
or rotary axes on either the bed or head, interchangeable heads 
and mill-turn machines with rotary turrets and mill turrets.

VALIDATION OF NC MACHINE KINEMATICS AND 
OTHER ATTRIBUTES THROUGH THE “JOG” CAPABILITY
Once the machine definition is complete, the user can validate 
the machine model using the jog capability. This includes 
validation of forward and inverse kinematics, travel limits, 
home positions and the reachable workspace.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
•  Single Intellectual Property platform to manage  

machining resources

•  Context-based, immersive user interface

•  More efficient NC Machine utilization

•  Simplified machine tool kinematic definition

NC Machine modelers are able to define axis motion 
parameters, including travel limits, acceleration and speeds.

DELMIA NC Machine Builder users can model NC machines 
and machine accessories using a combination of prismatic, 
revolute and rigid joints.

About Dassault Systèmes

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations.  
Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster 
social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 150,000 customers of all 
sizes, in all industries, in more than 80 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.

The 3DS logo, CATIA, SOLIDWORKS, SIMULIA, DELMIA, ENOVIA, GEOVIA, EXALEAD, NETVIBES, 3DSWYM and 3DVIA are either trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Dassault Systèmes or its subsidiaries in the US and/or other countries.
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